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Processing with a 
standard Mid-Side unit



We will use a well-known example 
to explain the VARI-AMB 
processing: the “Monna Lisa”.

We take the portrait in the original 
version as our reference and it is 
our starting point.

Think about an audio track as a 
graphic representation and 
associate it to the Monna Lisa 
portrait.

By using a standard Mid-Side processor, 
the only result we get is... The original Monna Lisa



...an abnormal
extension

of 
left and right

Aspect ratio upset when using the SIDE in a standard M/S processing



A step by step (easy) guide

Using the enhancer

Processing with           



Using the

Vari-Amb is for Variable Ambience

You can vary and re-shape the ambient of an audio track

How does              works?   



The             control

The LUNA SWAP is an achronim for 

Share With Analog Processor

How to use The SWAP control
will be explained further

Just set the SWAP to 100% 
from this point forward



The concept of  Vari-Amb processing and what it can do

Let's assume the Monna Lisa portrait consisting of two elements: 
the foreground and the background.

The foreground is 
controlled by the knob

The background is 
controlled by the knob

Foreground Background



By using the                 we 
enhance the focus on the 
foreground.

It is more detailed
as well as "in your face".

Focused and detailed

MONO Off MONO MAX



Give color using the
3-bands EQ connected to 

Adding or 
dumping tones

The EQ on MONO

No EQ With EQ



Focus now on the background only. Using the knob                             
we make the background wider.

Using

The original background 
(Depth Off)

The background is wider 
(Depth MAX)

the background is wider



Give color using the
3-bands EQ connected 
to 

Adding or 
dumping tones

No EQ With EQ



The final result

before after

Reduce the SWAP level to dump the enhancement somewhere in between.

Now Lisa is 'in your face', more detailed and keeps the aspect ratio. 
The background is wider and fits perfectly.

The original – before the processing After the processing



The              control

The SWAP keeps also the

MONO and DEPTH ratio locked.

The more you turn the SWAP level up 

the more the enhancement is effective
(feed the enhancement leve to the analog processor)

the SWAP is actually the enhance level



distinct character

professional audio equipment for recording studio

Visit the www.mcaudiolab.com website for more information
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https://www.mcaudiolab.com/
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